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In the research field of computer graphics and vision, how to find out the middle
interpolation sequence in the transition from one shape to another shape is an
important problem, which can be widely used in computer aided geometric design.
Therefore designing a simple, natural and efficient Shape interpolation has been a
research focus in computer graphics for a long time.
My research on interpolation is based on triangular mesh models. Firstly use
triangular meshes that have the same topology structure to denote the source shape
and target shape, which means to get the compatible triangulation. Then interpolate
the compatible triangulation mesh to obtain the sequence. So the quality of
compatible triangulation and the adopted interpolation method will have direct effect
on the quality of sequence.
In the process of disposing interpolation deformation, firstly extract the outline
of source shape and target shape, secondly sample the points on the outline to get
feature points, then utilize a feature matching based on shape perception to create
feature points matching between source shape and target shape and build Delaunay
triangulation on the source triangle, obtain compatible triangulation of source shape
and target shape by Local Injective which means solving the As rigid as possible
mapped on the target shape. Finally use a bounded distorted interpolation to get the
sequence in the process of deformation.
Comparing with the previous methods, my method only need to input two
polygons to represent source shape and target shape respectively without additional
assigned feature points correspondence or compatible triangulation to generate shape
interpolation automatically. The ultimate experiment results indicate the deformation
result built by my method can well reflect the feature correspondence between the
source shape and target shape and create compatible triangulation without reversal, in
addition, the deformation process of the generated sequence is natural with less
distortion. In the end, this paper analyzes the interpolation sequence result between















based on Local Injective. Detailed experimental procedure and result is displayed and
compared with interpolating sequence generated by other methods.
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